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soulfunkful music" -grooving funk that releases the mind  body while satisfing the soul( inspired from artist

like tower of power,james brown,parliment and prince.) 9 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: Funk, URBAN/R&B:

Rhythm  Blues Details: "Soulfunkful" music is groove music and tangible lyrics created to inspire the

unification of all people. To be "Soulfunkful" is to be in complete harmony with one's inner self and one's

outer surroundings. The music of "Soulfunkful" is jazzed up funky soul that can drive hard or lay back in

the pocket. This concept reflects the various moods and feelings of our dedicated fans who love to dance,

relax and listen, or pump us into their every day life from their stereo. The "What Up Funk Band" is the

vehicle for releasing this energy. Through our many years together, the band has inspired me to be the

architect of this vision. "What Up" has helped translate my ideas into a CD of several different grooves

that all fit together under one theme - "Soulfunkful". Songs like "Keep on Rising" and "Soulfunkful" are

uplifting, classic horn-band songs that emphasize positivity. "Se La Sol" (Whatever the Sun May Bring)

tells a story of the lower class struggle in America with an underlying theme of hope. This up-tempo,

Latin-funk style groove is loaded with percussion. "If I Could Read Between the Lines" and "Make

Believe" are the neo-soul side of funk that shine with silky vocal harmonies and lush production. On the

fun side of funk are the two good-time, mid-tempo grooves, "Right On" and "In the Band". Where "Right

On" is more of an acid jazz piece with unison chorus, "In the Band" is a new school rap about the nightlife

of being a performer. Another fun gem of a jam is the super-charged, up-tempo "Funk Show". This tune

rocks the funk and features great drumming with inviting party and dance lyrics. Our one standout

instrumental is "Positive Virtues". This organ-based melody features blazing solos by guitar and keyboard

that are set to a modern, smooth jazz beat. This artful collection of energy through music is pulled
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together by the seven-piece ensemble known as the "What Up Funk Band". Each member is an intricate

part of the sound and experience. This one-of-a-kind sound is achieved not only through talent, but the

many influences and cultural variety that makes up the individuals. Integration is the key to the

communication that is the "What Up Funk" message.
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